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Born-Infeld-AdS black holes in extended phase space may possess phase structures resem-
bling that of van der Waals fluid in four-dimensional spacetime. We study dynamics of its
state, which is in the unstable spinodal region initially on phase space, under time-periodic
thermal perturbations. By applying the Melnikov method, it is found that there exists a
critical amplitude γc of the perturbations, which depends on the Born-Infeld parameter b
and the black hole charge Q, such that chaos occurs for γ > γc. We found that larger b or
Q makes the onset of chaos easier. Space-periodic thermal perturbations on its equilibrium
state are also studied and there is always chaos for whatever the perturbation amplitude is.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the remarkable discovery of Bekenstein and Hawking in 1970s [1, 2], black hole thermody-
namics has attracted lots of attention and efforts in society of physicists. It opens a new window to
the yet unsolved quantum gravity problem as well as providing a possible deep connection between
black holes physics and other areas of fields via the AdS/CFT correspondence [3–5]. Amounts of
subsequent researches show that black holes (BHs) not only have temperature and entropy, they
also possess rich phase structures and transitions resembling that of ordinary thermodynamic sys-
tems. Their phase structures become even much more richer in extended phase space, where the
negative cosmological constant is considered as thermodynamic pressure. Within this framework,
BHs behave in many respects similar to various chemical phenomena of ordinary thermodynamic
systems, such as solid-liquid phase transition, liquid-gas transition of van der Waals fluid, triple
points, reentrant phase transition (RPT), heat engines and etc, and thus is sometimes referred
as BH chemistry [6–8]. In the extended phase space, the well-known Hawking-Page transition [9]
between the thermal radiation and Schwarzschild-AdS black hole (SAdS BH) is analogous to the
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2ordinary solid-liquid transition [7]. Moreover, when SAdS BH is charged, it will exhibit a first-
order large-black-hole/small-black-hole (LBH-SBH) transition in a canonical ensemble, which is in
many ways analogous to the liquid-gas transition of van der Waals fluid [10–13]. In Refs. [14, 15],
it is found that in certain range of temperature, for Kerr-AdS BH and Born-Infeld-AdS BH, a
LBH-SBH-LBH phase transition appears which is similar to the RPT observed in ordinary ther-
modynamic systems. There have been amounts of work on discussing various phase transitions for
diverse BHs, please refer to the review Ref. [16] and refs therein for more details.
As the similarity between BHs and ordinary thermodynamic systems, it is interesting to see
if there are other phenomena present in ordinary thermodynamic systems also exist in BHs. In
Ref. [17], the authors studied the dynamical behaviours of ordinary van der Waals fluid under
temporal thermal perturbations. Initially, the system is quenched to the unstable spinodal region
(see the definition below) which allows homoclinic orbit in phase space. Under time-periodic
thermal perturbations, with the Melnikov method [18], it is found that there exists a critical value
γc of the amplitude of the perturbations. And when γ > γc, the system will exhibit features of
chaos and determination of its time evolution is impossible practically. Space-periodic thermal
perturbation on equilibrium state is also considered, and is found that spatial chaos always exists
for whatever the amplitude of the perturbation is. So, it is natural to see if such kinds of phenomena
appear in BHs whose phase structures resembling that of van der Waals fluid. In Ref. [19], the
authors studied this problem for Reissner-Nordstrom-AdS (RNAdS) BH, and found that similar
chaotic features also exist. And the critical γc for temporal chaos is found to depend on the BH
charge Q with more charge making the onset of chaos easier. Later, this study is extended to
include the effect of higher curvature term, precisely the Gauss-Bonnet term, and similar chaotic
features also found [20]. Moreover, the critical γc for temporal chaos depends on the BH charge Q
as well as the Gauss-Bonnet coupling constant α. Larger α makes the onset of chaos easier, while
the effect of Q on γc becomes complicated.
Inspired by these work, it will be interesting to see if such chaotic feature exists for other kinds
of BHs and if there is any universal law on the critical γc. So in this work we would like to extended
the study to Born-Infeld-AdS (BIAdS) BH to see the effect of nonlinearity of electromagnetic field
on the chaotic features. Thermodynamics and phase structures of BIAdS BH are rather rich which
have been studied thoroughly in Refs [14, 21, 22]. Depending on the value of bQ, where b is the
Born-Infeld parameter, BIAdS BH may exhibit van der Waals-like phase transition as well as RPT.
We will concentrate on the former one.
This work is organised as follows. In Sec. II, a brief review of the thermodynamics of BIAdS
3BH is given. In Sec. III, we consider temporal thermal perturbation as well as spatial thermal
perturbation in two subsections respectively. The last section is summary and discussion.
II. THERMODYNAMICS OF BORN-INFELD-ADS BLACK HOLE IN EXTENDED
PHASE SPACE
In this section, we will give a brief review of the thermodynamics of BIAdS BH in extended
phase space.
The Einstein action with a Born-Infeld field in D-dimensional spacetime reads [14, 21, 22]
I = 1
16pi
∫
dDx
√−g[−2Λ +R+ L(F )], (1)
where Λ = − (D−1)(D−2)
2`2
is the negative cosmological constant with ` being the AdS radius. The
nonlinear electromagnetic term L(F ) is given by
L(F ) = 4b2
(
1−
√
1 +
FµνFµν
2b2
)
, (2)
with b being the Born-Infeld parameter characterising the nonlinearity of the electromagnetic field.
When b→∞, one recovers the usual Maxwell term. It allows the following spherically symmetric
charged black hole solution [23–25]
ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + 1
f(r)
dr2 + r2dΩ2D−2,
F = dA, (3)
with the function f(r) and one-form A given in terms of hypergeometric function as
f(r) = 1 +
r2
l2
− m
rD−3
+
4b2r2
(D − 1)(D − 2)(1−
√
1 +
(D − 2)(D − 3)q2
2b2r2D−4
)
+
2(D − 2)q2
(D − 1)r2D−6 2F1[
D − 3
2D − 4 ,
1
2
,
3D − 7
2D − 4 ,−
(D − 2)(D − 3)q2
2b2r2D−4
], (4)
A = −
√
D − 2
2(D − 3)
q
rD−3 2
F1[ D − 3
2D − 4 ,
1
2
,
3D − 7
2D − 4 ,−
(D − 2)(D − 3)q2
2b2r2D−4
]dt. (5)
Here m and q are related to the mass M and charge Q of the BIAdS BH as
Q =
qωD−2
4pi
√
(D − 2)(D − 3)
2
, M =
(D − 2)ωD−2
16pi
m, (6)
where ωD−2 = 2pi
D−1
2
Γ(D−1
2
)
is the volume of unit (D-2)-dimensional sphere.
4In extended phase space, the cosmological constant is considered as the thermodynamic pressure
with the precise relation as
P = − 1
8pi
Λ =
(D − 1)(D − 2)
16pi`2
. (7)
The Hawking temperature T can be derived from the metric, in terms of which we can cast Eq. (7)
into a form of equation of state as [22]
P (v, T ) =
T
v
+
D − 3
pi(D − 2)v2 −
b2
4pi
(1−
√
1 +
pi242D−2Q2
b2ω2D−2[(D − 2)v]2D−4
), (8)
with v ≡ 4r+D−2 thus identified as the specific volume and r+ being the black hole horizon [13].
The BIAdS BH has rather rich phase structures. It may exhibit the usual Hawking-Page
transition or the RPT depending on the values of parameters (b,Q) as well as the spacetime
dimension D, which has been studied thoroughly in Refs. [14, 21, 22]. For D = 4 with bQ > 12 or
D ≥ 5, the P − v diagram is always found to be qualitatively similar to that of the van der Waals
fluid, as depicted in Fig. 1. In fact, there exists a critical temperature Tc under which a LBH-SBH
phase transition may occur when increasing the pressure which resembles the phenomenon of gas-
fluid phase transition. On the right panel of Fig. 1, we show an example of this transition. From
the figure, we can see that the P − v curve can be divided into three regions:
• v ∈ [0, vα]: Small BH region (corresponds to the fluid phase) where ∂P (v,T0)∂v < 0;
• v ∈ [vα, vβ]: Unstable region, called spinodal region, where ∂P (v,T0)∂v > 0. The two extreme
points vα and vβ are determined by
∂P (v,T0)
∂v |v=vα= ∂P (v,T0)∂v |v=vβ= 0. There is also an
inflection point v = v0 with
∂2P
∂2v
= 0;
• v ∈ [vβ,∞]: Large BH region (corresponds to the gas phase) where ∂P (v,T0)∂v < 0.
In this paper, we are going to study the behaviours of the BIAdS BH under periodic thermal
perturbations. We will show later that, under certain conditions, chaos appears. Following Ref. [17],
we will consider two types of thermal perturbations and their corresponding chaos:
• Temporal chaos in the spinodal region. In this case, the BH is initially in the unstable
spinodal region. This state can be achieved by reducing the temperature of the fluid instan-
taneously starting from a stable state above Tc. Especially, we will consider the BH to be at
v = v0 in the spinodal region (see the right panel of Fig. 1). And then we will examine the
effect of a time-periodic thermal perturbation.
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FIG. 1: (colour online) The P − v diagram of the BIA BH for different T . The parameters are fixed as
b = 1, Q = 1 and D = 4. On the right panel with T < Tc, the curve can be divided into three regions,
two are stable (black ones) and one is unstable (red one). The blue dashed line denotes the coexisting line
of large BH (with specific volume vL) and small BH (with specific volume vS) with transition pressure P0,
which can be determined by the ”Maxwell area law”.
• Spatial chaos in the equilibrium state. In this case, the BH is initially in an equilibrium
state and a space-periodic thermal perturbation is considered.
For simplicity, we will concentrate on the four-dimensional case. Extension to higher dimensions
is straightforward.
III. CHAOS UNDER THERMAL PERTURBATIONS
As Ref. [17], we assume that the flow of the BH fluid is planar and along x-axis in a tube of
unit cross section of fixed volume. One can then use one Eulerian coordinate x to denote the fluid
particle within the tube of flow. Let x∗ be the coordinate of the reference fluid particle. Then the
mass M of a column of fluid of unit cross section between the reference fluid particle and a fluid
particle with Eulerian coordinate x can be expressed as
M =
∫ x
x∗
ρ(ξ, t)dξ, (9)
here ρ(x, t) is the fluid density at position x and time t. From this relation, the position of any
particle can instead be defined by the mass as x = x(M, t). Furthermore, from this relation, it is
easy to get xM (M, t)ρ(x(M, t), t) = 1, where subscript means partial derivative, i.e., xM (M, t) ≡
∂x
∂M . So, we have xM (M, t) = ρ(x(M, t), t)
−1 which is just the specific volume v(M, t). We can also
define the velocity as u(M, t) ≡ xt(M, t).
6A. Melnikov method
The Melnikov method, applied in this work, is one of the primary tools to judge the existence
of chaos in a perturbed Hamiltonian system. Generally, dynamical equation of the system in phase
space takes a form as
z˙ = f(z) + g(z, t), (10)
where the column vector z denotes the dynamical variables in phase space which has two degrees
of freedom in our considered cases. The dot means derivative to the orbit parameter t which may
be the time or else.  is a small perturbation parameter.
When  = 0, it is supposed that the dynamical equation allows a solution
z = z0(t), (11)
which may be a homoclinic orbit connecting a saddle point in phase space to itself, or a heteroclinic
orbit connecting two saddle points. In the presence of perturbation  6= 0, the homoclinic orbit
or heteroclinic orbit may break to lead possible chaos whose existence can be determined by the
Melnikov function. In our considered cases, the Melnikov function takes the following form
M(t0) =
∫ ∞
−∞
f(z0(t− t0))Jg(z0(t− t0))dt, with J =
 0 1
−1 0
 . (12)
If M(t0) crosses zero, chaos exists. For more details on Melnikov method and its application, please
refer to Refs. [26, 27] and refs therein.
B. Temporal chaos in spinodal region
In this subsection, we will focus on the first type of chaos. The system is at v = v0 with
temperature T = T0 < Tc. Then we consider a time-periodic thermal perturbation,
T = T0 + γ cosωt cosM, (13)
where γ is amplitude of the perturbation relative to the small viscosity, as we will see more clearly
later. From the balance of mass and momentum, we have the following equations
∂v
∂t
=
∂u
∂M
, (14)
∂u
∂t
=
∂τ
∂M
, (15)
7where τ is the Piola stress. By assuming that the fluid is thermoelastic, slightly viscous, isotropic,
the Piola stress takes a form as
τ = −P (v, T ) + µuM −AvMM , (16)
according to the Van der walls-Korteweg theory [28]. Here A is a positive constant, and µ is an
assumed positive and small constant viscosity. With the stress form, the balance equation (15)
becomes
xtt = −P (v, T )M + µuMM −AvMMM , (17)
Suppose that the total mass of the BH fluid is 2pi/s with s a positive parameter. As the viscosity
is assumed to be small, we rewrite it as µ ≡ µ0 with µ0 a constant. Then one can see that the
amplitude ratio between the perturbation and viscosity is γ/µ0, so γ can be seen as the relative
amplitude of the perturbation as we stated above. For later convenience, we introduce the change
of variables M˜ = sM, t˜ = st, x˜ = sx. Then, the mass range becomes M˜ ∈ [0, 2pi] and the above
equation can be written as (with overbars omitted)
xtt = −P (v, T )M + µ0suMM −As2vMMM . (18)
The dynamical equation (18) can be solved by perturbation method. To do so, we expand
P (v, T ) around the equilibrium point (v0, T0)
P (v, T ) = P (v0, T0) + Pv(v0, T0)(v − v0) + PT (v0, T0)(T − T0) + PvT (v0, T0)(v − v0)(T − T0)
+
Pvvv(v0, T0)
3!
(v − v0)3 + PvvT (v0, T0)
2
(v − v0)2(T − T0) + · · · , (19)
with PTT (v0, T0) = PvTT (v0, T0) = PTTT (v0, T0) = 0 resulting from (8). As v = v0 is the inflec-
tion point in the spinodal region, we have Pvv(v0, T0) = 0 and Pv(v0, T0) > 0, Pvvv(v0, T0) < 0.
Meanwhile, we expand v, u in Fourier sine and cosine series respectively, on M ∈ [0, 2pi], to obtain
v(M, t) = xM (M, t) = v0 + x1(t) cosM + x2(t) cos 2M + x3(t) cos 3M + · · · ,
u(x, t) = xt(M, t) = u1(t) sinM + u2(t) sin 2M + u3(t) sin 3M + · · · . (20)
Here xi(t) and ui(t) are considered to be hydrodynamical modes which describes the deviation from
the original static equilibrium state with v = v0. For simplicity, we only consider the first mode
and neglect the effect of the higher modes (In fact, even if we consider the second mode as done in
Refs. [17, 19, 20], it has no effect on our following discussions.). Substituting the expansions Eqs.
8(19) (20) into the dynamical equation (18), we can find (omitting (v0, T0))
x˙ = u,
u˙ = (Pv −As2)x+ 
(
PT +
3PvvT
8
x2
)
γ cosωt+
Pvvv
8
x3 − µ0su, (21)
where the subscript ”1” in x1 and u1 has been omitted. The corresponding Hamiltionian can be
constructed from the dynamical equations and takes the same form as in Ref. [17]. By denoting
z ≡ [x, u]T , the above equations can be cast into the form as Eq. (10) with
f(z) =
 u
a2x+ Pvvv8 x
3
 , (22)
and
g(z) =
 0(
PT +
3PvvT
8 x
2
)
γ cosωt− µ0su
 , (23)
where a2 ≡ (Pv −As2).
To apply the Melnikov method, firstly we need to solve the unperturbed equation z˙ = f(z).
Luckily, it allows an analytical solution (with two branches) as [29]
z0(t) =
 x0(t)
u0(t)
 =
 ±4a(−Pvvv)1/2 sech(at)
∓4a2
(−Pvvv)1/2 sech(at) tanh(at)
 , (24)
which describes a homoclinic orbit connecting the origin to itself, as shown in Fig. 2. The two
wings of this butterfly-like orbit correspond to the two branches of the solution (24) respectively.
As t→ ±∞, z0 approaches to the origin point which is a saddle point.
Then we study the effect of perturbation ( 6= 0). With Eqs. (12) and (22)(23), one can obtain
M(t0) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dt
4a2
(−Pvvv)1/2
γ cosωt
[
6a2PvvT
Pvvv
sech2a(t− t0)− PT
]
secha(t− t0) tanh a(t− t0)
+
∫ ∞
−∞
dt
16µ0sa
4
Pvvv
sech2a(t− t0) tanh2 a(t− t0). (25)
The above integral can be finished with the residue theorem, and then we get
M(t0) = γωKsinωt0 + µ0sL, (26)
with
K =
8pi
(−Pvvv)1/2
[
PT − PvvT
Pvvv
(ω2 + a2)
]
exp(piω2a )
1 + exp(piωa )
, L =
32a3
3Pvvv
. (27)
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FIG. 2: (colour online) Homoclinic orbit of the unperturbed equations with T = 0.0315 < Tc. The pa-
rameters are fixed as D = 4, Q = 1, b = 1, A = 0.2, s = 0.001. The two wings of this butterfly-like orbit
correspond to the two branches of the solution respectively. The arrows denote the time flow direction. The
origin point is marked with red dot.
Then, it is easy to see that M(t0) will have a simple zero if∣∣∣∣sµ0LγωK
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1. (28)
This relation defines a critical γc which depends on various other parameters. And there will be
temporal chaos when γ > γc.
We solve the perturbed equation numerically. In Fig. 3, the time evolution of the state of the
BH fluid in x− u plane is plotted. From the figure, we can see that when γ < γc, the perturbation
decays with time and the fluid will finally approach to its original equilibrium state with v = v0
(although unstable); While for γ > γc, the fluid exhibits chaotic feature.
The critical value γc depends on various other parameters, as we stated above. In Fig. 4, we
show the dependence of γc on the Born-Infeld parameter b or the charge Q, with other parameters
fixed. From the figure, one can see that larger b or Q makes the onset of chaos easier.
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(a) γ = 0.000015 < γc
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FIG. 3: (colour online) Time evolution of the perturbed equations in x − u plane with T = 0.0315 < Tc.
Parameters are fixed as ω = 0.01,  = 0.001, µ0 = 0.1 with other parameters set as in Fig. 2. The critical
value γc ≈ 0.0000213.
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FIG. 4: (colour online) Critical values γc versus b or Q. Other parameters are fixed as in Fig. 3.
C. Spatial chaos in the equilibrium state
Now let us consider the effect of spatially periodic thermal perturbations on the equilibrium
state of the BIAdS BH at temperature T0 < Tc. Without flow, the stress takes the following form
according to the van der waals-Korteweg theory [28]
τ = −P (v, T0)−Av′′ , (29)
where P is again given in Eq. (8), A > 0 is a positive constant, and ′ denotes d/dx. In the absence
of body forces the balance of linear momentum is τ ′ = 0 which yields τ = B (B is the constant
11
stress at |x| =∞, representing the ambient pressure). Then Eq. (29) becomes
Av′′ + P (v, T0) = B, −∞ < x <∞. (30)
The portrait of P (v, T0) has been depicted in Fig. 1, with the transition point vS , vL determined
by the Maxwell’s equal area law,∫ vL
vS
[P (v, T0)− P (vS , T0)]dv = 0, (31)
According to the value of the constant ambient pressure B, Eq. (30) will yield three different
types of portraits in the v − v′ phase plane:
• Case 1: P0 < B < P (vβ, T0).
The values v1, v2, v3 so that P (v1, T0) = P (v2, T0) = P (v3, T0) = B are shown in Fig. 5(a),
while the portrait of Eq. (30) in v − v′ phase plane is shown in Fig. 5(b);
• Case 2: P (vα, T0) < B < P0.
The portrait of Eq. (30) in v − v′ phase plane is shown in Fig. 6(b);
• Case 3: B = P0.
The portrait of Eq. (30) in v − v′ phase plane is shown in Fig. 7(b);
P0
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(b)
FIG. 5: (colour online) Case 1: (a) B and v1, v2, v3 in P − v plane; (b) v − v′ phase portrait. There is a
homoclinic orbit connecting v3 to itself (blue one).
From the figures, one can see that in case 1 there is a homoclinic orbit V1(x) connecting the
metastable state v3 to itself, i.e., V1(x) → v3 as x → ±∞, while V ′1(x) → 0 as x → ±∞; The
case 2 has a homoclinic orbit connecting v1 to itself; In case 3, there is a heteroclinic orbit V3(x)
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FIG. 6: (colour online) Case 2: (a) B and v1, v2, v3 in P − v plane; (b) v − v′ phase portrait. There is a
homoclinic orbit connecting v1 to itself (black one).
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FIG. 7: (colour online) Case 3: (a) B and v1, v2, v3 in P − v plane; (b) v − v′ phase portrait. There is a
heteroclinic orbit connecting v1 to v3 (blue one).
connecting v1 and v3, i.e., V3(x) → v1 as x → −∞, V3(x) → v3 as x → +∞, while V ′3(x) → 0 as
x→ ±∞.
Now let us consider a spatially periodic thermal perturbation as
T = T0 +  cos px, (32)
Then equation (30) becomes
Av′′ + P (v, T0) +
 cos px
v
= B, (33)
which again takes the form as Eq.(10) with z ≡ [v, v′]T now. So the Melnikov function in three
cases can be expressed as
M(x0) =
∫ ∞
−∞
−v
′
0(x− x0) cos px
v0(x− x0) dx, (34)
13
where v0(x) and v
′
0(x) denoting either the homoclinic or heteroclinic orbit z0(x) = [v0(x), v
′
0(x)]
T .
It is convenient to write this function as
M(x0) = −L cos px0 +N sin px0, (35)
with
L =
∫ ∞
−∞
v′0(x) cos px
v0(x)
dx, N =
∫ ∞
−∞
v′0(x) sin px
v0(x)
dx. (36)
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FIG. 8: (colour online) Portrait of the perturbed equation in v − v′ phase plane for the three cases. The
initial states are the fixed points of the homoclinic orbit or heteroclinic orbit.  = 0.001, p = 0.1 with other
parameters fixed as in Figs. 5-7.
Hence, we see that whatever the values of L and N are, M(x0) always possesses simple zeros,
signalling spatial chaos. This result is the same as Refs. [17, 19, 20]. In Fig. 8, the solutions of
the perturbed equation (33) for the three cases are plotted in the v − v′ plane, with the initial
configures chosen to be the homoclinic orbit or heteroclinic orbit. From the figure, one can see
that there is indeed spatial chaos under perturbations.
IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS
In extended phase space,BIAdS BH exhibits phase structures resembling that of van der Waals
fluid when bQ > 1/2 in four-dimensional spacetime. We study dynamics of its configuration under
temporal thermal perturbations which is assumed to be time periodic. Initially, the system is in the
unstable spinodal region, and allows existence of homoclinic orbit in phase space. By applying the
Melnikov method, we show that there exists a critical amplitude of the perturbations γc such that
chaos emerges for γ > γc,which means that the time evolution of the configuration of the system is
unpredictable practically under perturbations. Dependence of γc on the Born-Infeld parameter b
and the black hole charge Q is also studied, and the results show that larger b or Q makes the onset
14
of chaos easier. Moreover, we also consider the spatial thermal perturbations which is periodic in
space. And it is found that spatial chaos always exists for whatever the perturbation amplitude is.
In this work, we only consider four-dimensional case with bQ > 1/2 for simplicity. Extensions to
higher dimension and other BHs are straightforward. It is also interesting to see if such phenomena
exist in cases where RPT will occur. We leave these to further investigations.
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